(A) Policy statement

All regular full-time and part-time employees budgeted for at least .50 FTE or greater status who have completed their original probationary period are eligible for consideration for light duty and transitional return to work following a work related or non-work related injury, or in the event accommodation to one’s own position isn’t possible, a bridge assignment through the OUR System® Early Return to Work Program.

(B) Purpose of policy

The purpose of the OUR System® Early Return to Work Program is to establish a predetermined plan for an injured or ill employee’s successful return to his or her regular duties, using a step-by-step transition from lighter work tasks to his or her regular assignment.

(C) Procedure

(1) Departments are encouraged to permit employees who are temporarily restricted from performing the full scope of their job to continue or return to work in their regular job classification with job accommodations or alternative work arrangements or assignments being provided. Accommodations, alternative arrangements and assignments may include, but are not limited to, job restructuring, part-time or modified work schedules, or reassignment to other compatible positions within the department. Light duty and transitional return to work opportunities are contingent on both:

(a) The department’s ability to provide temporary job accommodations or work assignment alternatives without undue hardship, compromising the health and safety of the returning employee, patients or other employees, or adversely impacting department operations; and
(b) The employee’s ability to perform the position’s functions with reasonable accommodations being made or to perform available alternative work assignments through the OUR System® Early Return to Work Program.

(2) When an employee sustains a work-related injury or illness, the employee must immediately report such injury to their supervisor and fill out an incident report. The supervisor, in turn, must notify the workers’ compensation claims examiner in liability control that a work-related injury or illness has occurred. In cases where an employee’s injury is not work-related, the employee must contact the OUR System® Coordinator in human resources for further instruction.

(3) If the work-related injury/illness requires medical treatment and is of such nature that the employee may not be able to continue their regular job assignment (with or without modifications), the department director must contact the OUR System® Coordinator in human resources who will refer to the bridge assignment matrix to select appropriate bridge assignments which the employee could perform given the nature and extent of the injury or illness.

(4) The bridge assignments selected will be provided to the employee and the treating physician by the OUR System® Coordinator for both work-related and non-work-related injuries. If the treating physician determines that the employee is unable to return to their regular job on a full-time basis, the physician will review the bridge assignments to ascertain whether or not the employee can perform the duties given the employee’s physical capabilities.

(5) Once the treating physician approves a bridge assignment, the employee will report back to work and be placed on the approved assignment. All interactions with the employee will be documented in a file kept in human resources.
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